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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book about „The thousand character essay‟, The thousand 

character essay is called in Korea as Tcheonzamun (千字文), The range of Tcheonzamun poem in this study is 

(Tcheonzamun 001
st
-016th), As a text for this research, the Tcheonzamum book by Han (1583) was utilized, The title is 

„Our Lord, amen! The Lord of two of us, Hyeonhi and Augustin, thank you so much! At that time you have given the 

happiness to the original author of Tcheonzamun! It is the great pleasure also for us, the two translators, Augustin and 

Hyeonhi!‟, <Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of 

Chinese character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet (Transformed 

phrase on Korean pronunciation in English alphabet) The meaning in Korean language is as follows.> 013-016 辰(Zin) 

宿(Sug) 列(Yeol or Lyeol) 張(Zang or Dyang) 찐 (Zzin) 술 (Sul) 열다! (Yeol-da!) My Darling, my husband! Let us 

make our matrimonial life happy! It is for me your wife and you my husband, it is greatly joyful for us. It is enough to 

open the difficult relation between the husband and the wife. At last, it is opened (Yeol-da!) the big bottle or the large 

sack or the wooden cabin for the boiled (Zzin) Korean wine! (Sul). 

Keywords: The range of Tcheonzamun poem in this study is (Tcheonzamun 001
st
-016th), As a text for this research, 

the Tcheonzamum book by Han (1583) was utilized, The title is „Our Lord, amen! The Lord of two of us, Hyeonhi and 

Augustin, thank you so much! At that time you have given the happiness to the original author of Tcheonzamun! It is the 

great pleasure also for us, the two translators, Augustin and Hyeonhi!‟. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book about „The thousand character essay‟. The thousand 

character essay is called in Korea as Tcheonzamun (千字文). Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) found that each 

16 letters composed a poem, and they also found that there are 62 or 63 poems in Tcheonzamun. Park et al., (2021a) and 

Park et al., (2021b) translated several Tcheonzamun poems. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tcheonzamun in Korean language means „The thousand character essay.‟ There are two methods for the 

translation of Tcheonzamun. The first method is the translation through the pronunciation of Chinese character, and the 
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second one is through the meaning of Chinese character on Tcheonzamun. The range of Tcheonzamun poem in this study 

is (Tcheonzamun 001
st
-016th). In addition to the second method, the present researcher deleted the same or similar part 

of different Chinese characters on this poem (Tcheonzamun 001
st
-016th). As a text for this research, the Tcheonzamum 

book by Han (1583) was utilized. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title is „Our Lord, amen! The Lord of two of us, Hyeonhi and Augustin, thank you so much! At that time 

you have given the happiness to the original author of Tcheonzamun! It is the great pleasure also for us, the two 

translators, Augustin and Hyeonhi!‟. The present researcher translated „The thousand character essay‟. „The thousand 

character essay‟ is called as Tcheonzamun in Korea. In this study, the poem of (Tcheonzamun 001
st
-016th) was translated 

two times. The first one is through Korean pronunciation, and the second one is through the meaning of Chinese 

character on this Tcheonzamun poem. 

 

Next is the first translation through Korean pronunciation of this poem (Tcheonzamun 001
st
-016th). 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet (Transformed phrase on 

Korean pronunciation in English alphabet) The meaning in Korean language is as follows. 

 

The wife says to her husband.  

001-004 天(Tcheon or Tyeon) 地(Zi or Di) 玄(Hyeon) 黃(Hwang) 더디 (Deo-di) 오나? (O-na?) 

My Darling, my husband! Do you come (O-na?) lately? (Deo-di) 

 

005-008 宇(U) 宙(Zu or Du) 洪(Hong) 荒(Hwang) 우두둑 (U-du-dug) 오나? (O-na?) 

My husband! Do you come (O-na?) soon like the sudden rain? (U-du-dug) 

 

009-012 日(Il) 月(Weol) 盈(Yeong) (日+仄)(Tcheug) 이뤄! (I-lweo!) 영차! (Yeong-tcha!) 

My husband! Let us keep our life happily! (I-lweo!) Let us make the spiritual sound of „Yeong-tcha!‟ together! 

(Yeong-tcha!) 

 

013-016 辰(Zin) 宿(Sug) 列(Yeol or Lyeol) 張(Zang or Dyang) 찐 (Zzin) 술 (Sul) 열다! (Yeol-da!) 

My Darling, my husband! Let us make our matrimonial life happy! It is for me your wife and you my husband, 

it is greatly joyful for us. It is enough to open the difficult relation between the husband and the wife. At last, it is opened 

(Yeol-da!) the big bottle or the large sack or the wooden cabin for the boiled (Zzin) Korean wine! (Sul) 

 

Our Lord, amen! The Lord of two of us, Hyeonhi and Augustin, thank you so much! At that time you have 

given the happiness to the original author of Tcheonzamun! It is the great pleasure also for us, the two translators, 

Augustin and Hyeonhi! 
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